
THREEDEEMEE EXECUTIVE BUSINESS PLAN Summary 

 

Threedeemee, Avatars, the Metasphere and the Crypto Markets 

This summary defines the future technical path and associated vision of Threedeemee with a goal to assist the 

understanding of the status of the company, the rationale for addressing initially the online garment retail market 

sector and belatedly the Non-Fungible Token (NFT) market sector. Finally, Threedeemee’s intent is defined given 

future direction of online sales and the expectations of growth in the metaverse and crypto markets where market 

followers are anticipating a 10 x to 20 x ROI over the coming 18 months as the Bear Markets starts to get more Bullish. 

Threedeemee Limited was founded in 2017 with a vision to be the ‘go to company’ for avatars in a person own image. 

The business objectives have been to create core technology enabling an accurate measurement system to be 

developed that automatically creates body measurement charts and subsequently an avatar in a person’s own image. 

This all from just a ten second video of the customer using any smart devise. This technology was initially focused on 

the online garment sector to address the main cost issue they have, “returns”, caused by customers returning articles 

because either garments do not fit, or once the customer tries them on, they did not look good on them! Online 

garment sales are a U$136B retail sector and returns are running at some 30-70%, seriously depressing margins 

However due to Covid 19, Threedeemee were forced to pause our core technology development to reduce costs and 

focus on the animation department, creating digital assets such as avatars, garments and accessories for online fitting 

rooms used by bespoke tailors, and fashion designers. This has been a good success however, in Q3 2021 the main 

revenue streams were coming from creating the same digital assets for crypto marketplaces that adopted emerging 

technologies much faster than the retail world. Online retailers of luxury goods have started to become interested in 

the future of the metaverse with sales of digital assets, along with the actual products, being viewed in Augmented 

Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) spaces such as, meeting venues, shopping malls, art galleries as well as in the real 

world of getting dressed and walking down the street in the apparel they purchase. However, retailers still need to 

address their main cost issue of returns and in a growing digital world this will be with a digital solution. In addition, 

crypto markets resolve the concern of digital assets being copied and trade and copyrights being ignored. 

At this point our animation department have already produced, what we believe to be, the first fully functional Web2 

to Web3 integration platform for online retailers, artists, and celebrities wishing to sell digital assets such as Non-

Fungible Tokens (NFTs). This enables retailers to create and buyers to make virtual tours of events, stores, or galleries 

within their websites. Retailers and asset owners can also create their products as digital assets to sell on NFT 

marketplaces such as Solsea, using crypto currencies and purchase actual products from within their websites with 

FIAT currencies.  

An example of Threedeemee’s Web2 virtual gallery is in the link below where our client, Rudolf Reither, is displaying 

his unique digital artwork. Selling of such works is facilitated by crypto markets. 

 

 

https://relaunch.artgallery.at/ 

https://relaunch.artgallery.at/


Threedeemee Funding 

 

Threedeemee are seeking £500,000 GBP of funding in return for a 12.5% stake in Threedeemee to complete its core 

avatar technology and create its own crypto marketplace using the Solana Block chain for added security. This is to 

reduce online returns  in online Web2 sites as well as sell high value goods in the Metasphere and crypto marketplaces. 

Threedeemee will follow all the UK Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) regulations in raising funds with AML and KYC 

regulations and all investors are made dually aware of the risks involved in investing in equity shares. Threedeemee is 

EIS approved. Funds will be used for the Following purposes: 

Note: Threedeemee will open a fully owned Threedeemee offshore subsidiary for the Crypto Marketplace in line with 

other companies to mitigate any sudden changes in government regulations. Threedeemee will then gift all Investors 

who have invested in Threedeemee (up to the end of this round only) free Threedeemee  Crypto Tokens relative to 

their shareholding in Threedeemee. The big difference between our funding intentions to that of many Crypto 

Marketplaces is, Threedeemee will be issuing actual equity shares in an established UK company plus gifting up to 

450,000,000 of the anticipated 1,000,000,000 Threedeemee Tokens to the investors and Key personnel leaving the 

remainder open to trading on the platform. Investor will have the vested rights to Trade/sell a percentages of their 

tokens over the following 3 years at which time they will be able to trade their tokens as they wish! 

1/ Complete Threedeemee’s Core technology (Fully Completed in 6 months of Funding) 

Phase 3 of Threedeemee’s core technology has so far been created in three phases but requires circa an additional 3 

months to kickstart and complete a commercially viable prototype of the scanning system and automated avatar 

creation to conclude phase 3. This technology derives measurement of a person’s body to create an accurate 

measurement chart and automatically creates an avatar once a customer uploads a ten second video of themselves 

rotating 360% on the spot using any smart device. The present accuracy of the measurement chart and avatars is circa 

2% i.e., in line with ready to wear retail garments. This technology will then be added to the online shopping platforms 

as well as the improved Metasphere and crypto marketplace online shopping experiences.  

Phase 4 of development will take approximately 6 months from funding to update the core technology, to develop an 

animated premium avatar in the customer’s own image with an accuracy of the scanning system of circa 1% using AI 

and ML technologies. The avatar will use the derived measurement chart from the core technology to create good 

physical likeness and most importantly the exact physical measurements of the customer, while exact physical likeness 

will be offered for a premium subscription. The intent is to match the avatar in the customers own image, with the 

optimum retailers’ manufactured garment size. For retailers, the avatars will, at the request of the customer, be 

embedded in the retailer’s website. Sales, delivery and return processes will be those developed and owned by the 

retailer. 

2/    Develop a Crypto Marketplace: (Complete in 3 months of funding) 

Threedeemee does not own a crypto marketplace currently (such as Solseas) where access to block-chain technology 

enables secure transactions, contracting and payments using blockchains of Solana and Ethereum. Thus, the seller 

presently pays Solsea a 2% to 4% commissions to host these NFTs and Solana is paid gas fees for every transaction 

made.  

The blockchain technology is however available to chosen developers who can integrate Solana CLI that allows them 

to interact with the Solana blockchain via the command line. This saves a lot of time, expense and makes sense to 

create a Threedeemee crypto marketplace using the Solana Blockchain that gives substantial security benefits while 

Threedeemee get all the additional revenue streams that go with launching our own marketplace.  

The schematic below shows how one person (Antonia Forster) describes the new Metaverse internet  



 

 

It is clear: 

- Ownership (and trade/copy right) ownership will be addressed far more efficiently (you need crypto markets 

and block-chain technology to achieve this) 

- Avatars, preferably in your own image, will be omnipresent (this is our core technology) 

- The marketplace will be retail, social and gaming (we have experience in retail and gaming) 

- The digital environment will be spatial… (we have experience in AR and other technologies) 

- Immersive (we have experience in tracking) 

Thus, setting up a crypto marketplace is likely, in our opinion, to be an essential requirement and the established 

methodology to achieve this would be to issue suitable tokens that appeal to the emerging class of investors in such 

ventures. Threedeemee will thus investigate the possibility and optionality of setting up a subsidiary company in a 

suitable regulatory environment whereby existing shareholders will be gifted pro-rata circa 40% of the total number 

of tokens in supply. 

Conclusion 

In parallel to the online garment retailers fighting to maintain market share by reducing returns to maintain margins, 

crypto currencies, and the associated crypto markets and the Metasphere are being promoted as the next technical 

internet revolution. The Metasphere will take the current Web2 to Web3 technology and crypto markets and crypto 

currencies will become the place and currency of choice for not only high value fashion and accessories but also for 

digital art, music, historic and sporting memorabilia, and other NFTs; in fact, for anything that has value in its trademark 

and or copyright. There is also a market emerging for Fragmented Non-Fungible Tokens (FNFT) where high value digital 

art can be sold as fragments. Think of the Louvre selling a limited number of Mona Lisa digital copies (NFTs), either as 

a complete piece of digital art or as fragments (FNFTs) enabling the wider public to buy a piece of valuable digital 

artwork. Think of Gucci selling their latest handbag, both as a digital (NFT) version (for an avatar in a person’s own 

image to carry into the Metasphere) or using the physical handbag when active in the real world. The crypto markets 

enable these transactions to be made. 

The stock markets are beginning to recognize the attraction of the relationship between physical online Web2 shops 

and Web3 marketplaces. Avatars in your own image will be able to browse, shop and socialize in such AR and VR 

Metasphere locations. In addition, such locations will be a secure place for friends and family to meet socially when 

inability to physically travel is an issue, due to distance, cost, or time and when infirmability becomes an issue as 

people age. Think of digitally hugging and sharing a cup of tea with your aged parents. 

The above is indicating there is a clear overlap between Threedeemee’s current technology status and the imminent 

world of the Metasphere and crypto markets. Threedeemee will: 



1) Reduce the cost of returns (running at circa 30-70%) by ensuring the garment size was aligned with the 

customers measurements and being able to see the garments in their own Image before purchase. 

2) Increase sales by enabling the customer not having to guess their size and to view themselves as an 

animated avatar wearing their chosen garments.  

3) Ensure high value assets have a traceable sales history and that owners trademarks and copyrights are 

maintained 

4) Enabling payment in Fiat or crypto currency 

Threedeemee are already substantially ahead of many other marketplaces with our present Web2 to Web3 integration 

because (to our knowledge) no other website providers or marketplaces are connecting directly from one system to 

another. We are also ahead of most other companies with 7 years of in-house animation experience. Threedeemee 

will be offering a new range of digital contracts which allow many more options to the artworld for fragmenting their 

paintings that are not available on any marketplace today. No company has both a scanning system and an avatar 

creator that can work fully automated at this time. 

Threedeemee is convinced the online retail market will take time to transit from Web2 websites into the Web3 

Metasphere and crypto marketplaces and will not stop using their online Web2 sites as their main source of online 

sales. However, they will embrace technology that has a solution to their problem of returns being so high and their 

concern on trademark and copyright protection for high value assets.  

Finally, interoperability is key and avatars and currency (Fiat and crypto) will persist across all platforms. 

Thus, the need for Threedeemee to expand its current vision and skillsets for avatars for the retail market and for NFTs 

for the art and historic and sporting memorabilia market is clear. As is the need to embrace the Metasphere and crypto 

markets. The future is extremely exciting. 


